THIS MESSAGE IS CLASSIFIED SECRET SPOKE IN ITS ENTIRETY. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

1355-1401, ONE UFO MOVED FROM 75 NAUTICAL MILES EAST OF [TOWARD EAST AND FADED NEAR]
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SEKET UMBRA

THIS MESSAGE IS CLASSIFIED SECRET SPOKE IN ITS ENTIRETY. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED.
Radar tracking of unidentified flying objects (UFO): A. 0930-0933, one UFO (probably a balloon) moved from 122 NN SE toward east, alt 49,200 ft. Review.

Top secret umbra.
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MESSAGE = 03787232
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6. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT (UFO): 0601-1048, ONE UFO (PROBABLY A BALLOON) MOVED FROM SOUTH OF 46,000-49,000 FT. TOWARD EAST AND PASSED NORTH OF...
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THIS MESSAGE IS CLASSIFIED SECRET SPEAK IN ITS ENTIRETY. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED:

SECRET
7. RADAR TRACKING

OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A 9935-1926, ONE UFO (PROBABLY A BALLOON) MOVED FROM (Toward NE AND FADED) ALT 46,000-59,200 FT. B: 1317-1935, TWO UFO (PROBABLY BALLONS) MOVED FROM (AND) SOUTH OF AND THEN FADED, ALT 44,000-49,200 FT.
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): 1841-1851, TWO UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS)
MOVED 43 NAUTICAL MILES 190 DEGREES OFF AND FADED 22 NAUTICAL MILES 170 DEGREES OFF

REVW 0013 NNN
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THIS MESSAGE IS CLASSIFIED SECRET SPOKE IN ITS ENTIRETY. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

Radar tracking of unidentified flying object (UFO): 9950-1349. One UFO (probably a balloon) moved from [redacted] and faded 190 nautical miles east of [redacted] and [redacted] 52,500 ft.
6. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT (UFO):

5854-8930. ONE UFO (PROBABLY A BALLOON) MOVED FROM 32 NM 90 DEG OFF EAST AND FADED 64 NM 90 DEG OFF. ALT 47,640-49,200 FT.
$5.$ RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): 1420-1600, THREE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM TOWARD WEST SLOWLY AND FADED (ALT 69,000-79,000 FT).
6. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 0435-0520, FOUR UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM WEST OF TOWARD SOUTH, PASSED EAST OF (AND FADED EAST OF) ALT 11,500-13,100 FT. B. 0455-0520, ONE UFO (PROBABLY A BALLOON) MOVED FROM EAST OF TOWARD SOUTH AND FADED EAST OF ALT 11,500-13,100 FT. C. 0734-1025, THREE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM SOUTH OF TOWARD WEST AND PASSED AND FROM ALT 14,200-66,000 FT.
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THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): 0300-0330, TWO UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM 43 NAUTICAL MILES SE OF AND FADED NEAR ALT 54,000-100,000 FT. TOWARD WEST.
37. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 0900-1218, FOUR UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM NW ORIGIN TO TOWARD WEST, PASSED OVER, AND ENTERED INTO CLOUDS AT ALT 85,300 FT. B. 1400-1425, ONE UFO (PROBABLY A BALLOON) MOVED FROM EAST TO TOWARD WEST, ALT 15,000 FT. C. 1440-1451, TWO UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED OVER NORTHEAST (ALT 11,500-15,000 FT). D. 0825-1455, FIVE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM EAST TO TOWARD WEST, ALT 72,100-91,800 FT.
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[Redacted text]

[Redacted text]

[Redacted text]
5. Radar tracking of unidentified flying objects (UFO): 0950-1210, eight UFO (probably balloons) moved from the area near Alt 72,160-88,580 ft. and toward west and faded to unidentified flying objects (UFO) 0910-0918, 25 UFO (probably balloons) moved from area between 1000 and toward west and passed Alt 16,500-85,380 ft.
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2EM THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED

TOP SECRET UMBRA
2.6. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 0255-0746, SIX UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM SW OF TOWARD WEST AND PASSED LAND TOWARD WEST AND PASSED SOUTH OF ALT 66,000 FT. B. 0309-0628: TWO UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM NW TOWARD WEST AND PASSED SOUTH OF ALT 66,000-69,000 FT. C. 0603-0606, FOUR UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM AND FADED SHORTLY AFTER, ALT 13,100 FT. E2, IMPDET. #0098 NNN.
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THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED

8. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. Ø35-Ø43Ø, ONE SECRET UNDIA